
Spotify Connect

Designed for the modern audio enthusiast, the
Majority Bard allows you to experience every
genre of music with the touch of a button.
Enjoy the next level of music streaming via
Spotify Connect. Experience a richer sound
quality without audio compression, with your
smartphone acting as a remote control. No
longer restricting you by distance to the
device, you can leave your phone wherever you
like and still enjoy your favourite sounds! The
stream comes directly from the Internet and
delivers all your favourite sounds at a much
faster rate.

The Latest Frontier Platform 

Frontier is a pioneer in technologies for
connected audio and the market leader in
DAB+ radios and Smart Radio solutions.
Powering over 50 million devices worldwide,
Frontier offers the largest range of features
and a seamless user interface.

Teaming up with the Cambridge-based
innovators of audio connectivity, the Bard
Internet encompasses Venice X for an easy-to-
use solution that combines the reliability of
DAB+ with Internet radio, podcasts, and music
on demand from the Internet.

The module also supports a full-colour display.
Frontier provides modules pre-installed with
software which can be configured to customer
requirements. Frontier provides the Venice X

DAB+ Radio

DAB+ radio is quickly becoming the top pick
for any and every radio enthusiast- as of July
2022, over three-quarters of digital listening is
DAB+ Radio! With a wide range of channels,
plus better sound quality, the Bard’s DAB+
radio feature makes this radio adapter a must-
have for any home or office.

One item

£4.82

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B003USYZL4/ref=ewc_pr_img_?smid=AE9RZ060RRTW9&almBrandId=TW9ycmlzb25z&psc=1&fpw=alm


Special offers and product promotions
  Clip this coupon to save £20 on this product when you buy from iZilla. Here's how  (terms and conditions apply)

Save 50% on HDMI Cable when you purchase 1 or more Qualifying items offered by iZilla. Here's how  (terms and conditions apply)

Customer questions & answers

Smart Radio

With a globe of radio stations at your
fingertips, the Bard is your portal to access the
top 10 radio stations for every country around
the world. Simply search by continent, country,
genre, and station name and soon you’ll be
connecting to over 25,000 radio stations to
explore a wide range of topics! Once you’ve
found your favourite stations, take advantage
of the Bard’s 40 radio presets to save the best
of the airwaves.

Podcasts

The built-in subwoofer offers a powerful and
dynamic bass to transport you into your home
entertainment. Designed for the audio
enthusiast looking for room-filling sound, the
Bard’s mighty subwoofer unleashes a powerful
sound to knock your current home audio out of
the water.

Internal Subwoofer

Lose yourself in the wonderful world of
podcasts with a click of a button. Whether you
want to tune into travel stories from across the
globe or listen to industry experts review the
latest Hollywood blockbusters, search for your
favourite podcast, and fill the room with back-
to-back podcast episodes.

Add both to Basket

One item

£4.82

https://www.amazon.co.uk/promotion/psp/A1BHQWK0NQ9XY8?ref=clp_external&redirectAsin=B0B7BV57NV&redirectMerchantId=A2224L4YIUC64&ref=sopp_clp_A1BHQWK0NQ9XY8
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